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About This Software

Pixel-Me is probably the most sophisticated pixelart character-generation tool for an almost unlimited number of portraits.
Create outstanding pixelart-avatars for your Steam account and social media profiles; create striking images of your friends and

family or use it to depict your team or for ingame-artwork.
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Create hundreds of original characters using a vast array of over 700 elements

During the last six years, I handcrafted hundreds of custom pixelart portraits, storing all the different parts created for these
images. With a total now of over 700 elements like noses, beards, eyes and the likes this tool will allow you to create billions of

diferent images of virtually any person.
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Just a few of the countless faces you can create with Pixel-Me

Random functions for the individual parts of the overall image will help you generate a wide range of different characters and
most layers can be activated or hidden, corresponding to your needs.

You can move elements up and down, shuffle or deactive them

Pixel-Me currently comes with:

freely colourable skin

7 colourable Backgrounds

4 Foreheads

6 Necks

48 Chins

15 pairs of Ears

66 pairs of colourable Eyes
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37 Noses

117 colourable Lips

186 colourable Hairstyles

50 pairs of colorizable Eyebrows

83 colourable Beards

11 set of colourable Clothes

27 Decorative elements (usable twice)

39 pairs of Glasses

The results are yours to use in any way, both personal and commercial. Files are saved as PNGs and editable Pixel-Me files.

Trailer-Music: Creative Minds - Bensound
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Title: Pixel-Me
Genre: Design & Illustration, Photo Editing, Utilities
Developer:
bumblebee
Publisher:
bumblebee
Release Date: 1 Jun, 2018

 a09c17d780 
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Mild recommend. I spent much of the game looking for the high that the first world's bold aesthetic had been. What I got
instead was backstory details that were suggested but never really elaborated, character interactions that were comedic but not
actually that funny, puzzles that made sense but didn't satisfy, music that fit the aesthetic but was instantly forgettable, and level
design that was consistently wonderful and vibrant and clever but never quite reached the heights of the first hour.

I could imagine a more narrative sequel working well - one with more of a focus on telling a story, rather than just exploring the
ruins of imaginary not-quite-nineties nostalgia. This is not a game that was served well by its decision to not really explain
itself.. Just try to imagine a mountain of flesh.
Yeah I know what you think thats ♥♥♥♥in disgusting.. Not complete trash like we have come to expect from these games but
the game isnt that great either. Its a simple and very plain game. You can turn the sounds off if you dont like it which is good
since a few seconds into the game the achievements starts unlocking and goes until they are done, so it has the achievement
spam we have come to love and hate from these games. Another thing to mention is that we have resolution control and can
choose window mode or full screen.
The game will offer you some fun , you have a little cube that you have to get across a field of moving cubes timing it right to
jump your cube across to see how far you can get, so the game does offer some entertainment, even if its just enough to get all
the achievements , for the price the game costs it isnt a bad game you'll get some fun out of it, but buying the game on sale is
much better since it doesnt really have replay value or reason.
. Pretty fun. I liked the characters. Doesn't really do anything special with the puzzles, though.. The main, survival mode is very
easy. You can buy literally everything on your first playthrough and then do the same thing over and over again wave after wave.
The lack of enemy variety and what you can actually do while playing - limits the time you want to spend with this game
drastically.

But the saving point for it is 3 arena challenges, where you have to think carefully what you buy and how you kill your foes,
because the money is limited.

This game can eat a few hours of your time before you shovel it back under the rug.. NOT WORTH BUYING!

One of the worst HOG Games i ever played. This game has an absolute borring storry, with bad music, no voiceacting (not even
in the "movies"), the puzzles are absolute illogical, the whole gameplay is absolute trash. you have to wait ages for the hint
button and if you use it to find a direction, because the game is not logic what to do, then it leads you not direct to what to do,
you have to click-wait-click on every screen till you are on the right direction. and you have to run around for absolut no reason,
because oh-wonder a puzzle came on a screen you already cleared... This maybe would be a good game if the developers realy
put some energy on fixing
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This game seemed like it would be a cool fusion of robocraft and rocket league so I installed. It's free - why not. First launch
and the tutorial crashes immediately, second launch we're good to go. Now we get to drive around a poorly designed map to
shoot some crates and learn how to use WASD and the LMB. But let's go to our base. Turns out you can build. The facilities
themsleves take about 10 second to actually be created, and being the stunning clever young man that I am, I drove right into the
building spot before it finished and got stuck in the damn thing. How is that overlooked? Thoroughly underwhelmed, and for
that reason... I uninstalled.. Do you love Mario Games & Cats? Well, this is the perfect game for you! Just buy the damn game,
you will not regret it, I promise you this! \u2665. This is the worst game I have come across in months. The gameplay is utterly
broken and definitely not enjoyable.

Somehow it boggles the mind that the developers could have created and released a game like this that has something
fundamentally wrong with it. Do not buy this, and if you get it for free I pity you and any attempt you make to play this
wretched thing.

-100 out of ten. Minus. Negatives. Does not reach playing points. Do not buy. Do not play.

Please. If you value yourself in any way, avoid, avoid, avoid.. I will never know what lies in the goblin citadel because THERE
ARE TOO MANY DAMN MINOTAURS. This game is very hard, i only reccomend if youre ace pro at these sorts of RPGs
and have little to zero anger issues.. Just gotta say one word... DWARFS !!!!. Brief Synopsis:

7 Wonders of the Ancient World is a casual tile matching game where in you "build" the 7 wonders of the world by
matching lines of 3 or more of the same shape. Doing so breaks the tiles behind them. Break all the tiles on the board to
proceed to the next board. There are 7 levels in the game, each consisting of several sub levels. In total, the main game
took me about 3 hours to play through.

Long Review

Story: The story in this game is pretty flimsy, but in a nutshell, you supervise the building of the 7 wonders of the ancient
world. You do this by creating blocks (done by breaking tiles on the board) and moving cornerstones down the board (done by
matching shapes) for the workers to collect.

Graphics: The graphics are pretty standard fare for a casual matching game. They're simple and, with the exception of the
workers, fairly static.

Music\/Sounds: By far, the best part of this game, in my humble opinion, is the music. It's rather catchy, and despite it
playing in a constant loop, it didn't get tiring or turn me homicidal (always a good thing).

Length: I was able to get through all 7 wonders in about 3 hours, managing to get the second highest title reward in the game.
For \u00a35, this is a bit short for my liking.

Replayability: Carrying on from above, 3 hours isn't really a good length for the cost of the game. The game does allow you
to go back to previously completed levels to try to get a better score, so it is slightly replayable.

I do tend to enjoy matching games and find them to be quite relaxing. As such, my recommendation, if you are the same as I,
is to get this game when it goes on sale at more than 50% off.. This is a goldmine!!! Considering the price, everybody scored!
In short, game is amazing! Brings out the nerd in me.
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